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Consolidating Data Marts

Thank you for attending this session, we believe that what we’ll cover can 
potentially save or make you a lot of money. 

What we’ll talk about is how you optimise the return you get from your BI system. 

A key point here is that most BI systems provide a return on investment, they pay 
for themselves many times over usually – and that was good enough in the early 
days – but now companies want to know they’re getting the maximum return for the 
optimum investment. 

When I first got involved in BI systems over 14 years ago it was easy to show ROI, 
for example the Marketing Director of a large national Telco once told me that the 
way they found out their best customers was to go to a big city, go to the top of the 
tallest building – the other tall buildings they could see were their best customers. In 
that environment finding out who your best customer was, by profit rather than size 
or by activity was something that couldn’t have been done before, and simply 
knowing that for the first time was worth a lot of money. 

These days that type of analysis is business as usual – and we want to do it at 
reasonable cost. 

Collections of Marts have typically given benefit, but we’ll see that that’s often not 
at optimum cost. To be truly competitive customers want to be able to get the full 
benefits of BI analysis but not to pay riduculous costs to obtain it. That is one of the 
themes of todays cost. 

I’m Henry Cook – I manage a team of senior Business Intelligence consultants and
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Agenda

Why Consolidate 

How to Consolidate

Innovative IBM Technologies that Help

What we’ll go through is straightforward

We’ll talk about why to consolidate – introducing the background of the analysts 
who first raised this, and the advantages of doing this,whether this is technical, 
economic or strategic. 

Then we’ll talk about how to go about it and the issues that need to be addressed. 

We’ll then finish off by talking about how new, unique technologies from IBM will 
help these types of efforts. 
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Gartner – High Cost of Data Marts

As # data marts 
increase

Delivery costs 
increase by 
70% per 
additional mart 

BUT ROI 
decreases by 
50% per 
additional mart

By 4-8 data marts 
costs outweigh 
ROI

Kevin Strange, March 2002

Interest was first stimulated by the observations of independent consultants, in 
particular Gartner which authored several influential papers. 

Data Marts are typically small and simple, relatively quick to implement, but 
limited in scope. 

Data Warehouses are much more flexible, need more preparation and have a wider 
scope, but typically require more up front costs. 

What they observed was that whilst Data Marts were individually quick and easy to 
implement by the time 4-8 marts had been implemented you had an information 
delivery infrastructure that cost just as much as implementing a full Data 
Warehouse but cost more and was less effective. 
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Mart Proliferation 

Load
Quality
Add
Query
Combine
Maintain

?

We can see how Marts Proliferate by taking a simple illustration – on the way 
through we’ll discuss the pro’s and con’s of this. 

• The org builds a Mart, e.g.  Marketing. Purple arrows going downwards show 
user access, blue arrows going up show the data feeds. 

• Anoth part of org builds a Mart, e.g.  Finance. We notice that these two marts 
are independent and serve different users – no problems at all. 

• Series of Marts implemented copying the technology of the 2nd, different subject 
areas. Starting to see cross access between Marts and Users. The Users have to 
know which Marts to access, and they may be on different technologies. 

• The organisation then acquires a package. It was advertised as accessing any 
existing data. In practice that didn’t work – so the org solved the problems by 
giving it its own Mart. Most of the data needed was already in other marts so we 
implemeted cross feeds. Users of the new application need access to the orginal
marts, and vice versa. 

• Meanwhile whilst our developers are tied up with the new app there are a group 
of users, power users, who’ve grown frustrated with waiting for new 
requirements to be built and have gone off and implemented their own 
collection of Marts using a different technology. This is a simple to use desktop 
technology. 

• Note that from a benefits point of view we havn’t got a problem each new 
implementation solves another problem and gives more benefits. 

• Up until now we’ve had users who want to access different marts, and have to 
choose between the different ones available. 

• By this stage we have most of the organisations data available – now 
people want to write queries that combine the data already held.
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Enterprise Data Warehouse + Dependent Marts 

Load
Quality
Add
Query
Combine
Maintain

Here we see the alternative. (The Counsel of Perfection !)

The bulk of the data is contained in an Enterprise Data Warehouse, and that is 
where most of the queries are serviced from. 

Note that here we’ve not elimated Mart’s completely –but there are fewer of them 
and they are integrated with, and dependent upon the EDW. 

This is deliberate. There are examples of where the controlled use of marts provides 
the most cost effective and performant solution – so there is no reason not to use 
them. It is their uncontrolled use and proliferation that is the problem. 

Here if we ask our basic questions we get some ready answers. 

1. Where do I load my data to ?

2. Where do I satisfy my query from ?

3. How are my query results used ? 

4. Where do I add new data ?

5. How do I do analysis that needs data from different sources ?

Now, having said that although we can see the attractions of this kind of set up we 
would also note that almost no organisation does this ! The Data Warehouse 
systems that we’ve looked at,  from all vendors, almost always look like the 
previous slide rather than this one. 

Therefore the issue is not ‘how do we grow our system to revolve around the EDW’
but rather ‘given we have a divergent collection of data marts and maybe a DW 
how do we migrate back to a picture that looks like the above’
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Business Value of Data Mart Consolidation 

Business Responsiveness / Agility

Speed to meet requirements

Completeness

Flexibility

Risk reduction

Costs Savings 

Acquisition, Running, Development, Maintenance

Benefit (+)

Cost ( - )
= ROI (++)

It is important to stress that these initiatives are not just about cost cutting, as we’ll 
have seen there is a very large component that is about delivering more business 
benefit and delivering it more quickly. 

Requirements met earlier / more completely

Business Information more accessible

Information is of assured quality 

More resource available for ‘customer facing analysis’ rather than ‘back end 
infrastructure support’

Cost Savings

DW vs. multiple DM’s 

Reduction in multiple vendor support

Reduction in implementation costs

Reduce data feed complexity

Reduction in running costs – many of those marts may be underutilised a lot of the 
time. 

Risk

Key Staff / Skills

to implement multiple source analysis need skills who can access
each and all technologies used. 

risk is that skills won’t be available.
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Increased Benefits from Easier Implementation
Requirement

Requirement

Requirement

Requirement

Requirement

Requirement

Requirement

Requirement

Requirement
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Additional 
Benefit =

Why do we say that consolidation gives business benefit rather than just cost 
savings ? 

We have seen why consolidating our data makes it easier to implement 
requirements. 

In this simplified diagram we see a number of requirements, we’ll have projects to 
implement them, and once implementation is done that project will provide a stream 
of benefits. 

We’ll be constrained on how many projects we can do at once by the resources 
we’ve got, availability of key skills, how readily accessible the data is etc. 

Usually there will be some requirements that we can’t put in plan at all. 

It is obvious that by making some of the chances we’ve suggested it becomes easier 
to implement new requirements. 

Now this isn’t a panacea, it’s not going to affect all requirements – but we would 
expect some to be accelerated, and in addition there will probably be a few that are 
enabled that we wouldn’t otherwise have gotten around to. 

Bringing in requirements early means the benefit stream switches on early, and 
there are benefits streams we wouldn’t otherwise have got. 

This benefit would have been lost for all time had we not enabled it. If we can 
quantify this would probably pay for a consolidation effort. 

Of course to do this we would need a definitive list of requirements – but that’s a 
good thing to have anyhow, and most of us do. 
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Example

Large Telco
Specialist Data Mart for Bill Payment 
analysis
Old Platform

Oracle / Sun E10000, 

32 CPU’s

800 Gb Raw Data

1.4 Tb with Raid

Consolidated Platform
–DB2 / Regatta

–8 cpu’s

Per licence costs less, 4 x fewer cpu
licences
Less platforms to maintain
Eliminate another ‘OS Image’ an 
important element of chargeback

Front End Access: MicroStrategy
ETL

Stored Procedures

Use of UDF’s

MTK toolkit (Beta)
Performance: Goal same performance 
much less cost
Stepped Approach

– 1 Re-platform Tables

– 2 Incorporate tables into DW

7-8 people, 4 months 

+ =

Issues

Here’s an example, this company is moving a large special purpose Data Mart into 
their general purpose DW. 

The system currently runs on a a very large and expensive machine, a dedicated Sun 
E10K running Oracle, it is a 32 cpu machine running 800 Gb of raw data and 
1.4 Tb of spinning data. 

(this in itself looks like a very expensive solution, this is a very high cpu to DASD 
ratio)

This will be moved into the standard DW, and be run there on 8 IBM Regatta cpu’s. 

So we swap 32 Oracle licences for 8 DB2 ones – which are in any case less costly 
per CPU !. 

In addition we make use of a much less costly hardware platform.

The chargeback mechanism also charges users for the number of ‘OS Images’
used. This will eliminate the OS image. 

The organisation will have one less platform to support, and reduce the need for 
multiplatform support. 

In doing this migration there have been a number of challenges. 

First off the data definitions were easy to change. There is pretty much a straight 
one for one correspondence between Oracle and DB2. 

We used the Beta version of our Migration Toolkit (MTK) to help automate, or at 
least semi-automate the conversion. 

The ETL was a challenge. Like many Oracle systems the ETL was built using 
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Marts Exist in Many Guises

"What's in a name? That which we call a rose by any other word would smell as sweet.”

‘‘Summary TablesSummary Tables’’
Cubes Cubes 
Subject Specific MartsSubject Specific Marts
““User Work AreasUser Work Areas””
Shared Report CacheShared Report Cache
A form of optimizationA form of optimization

Stand aloneStand alone

Data Structures in Data Warehouse Data Structures in Data Warehouse 

Same or different technologiesSame or different technologies

Performance / SLA Performance / SLA 
SecuritySecurity
Data Marts are Very CommonData Marts are Very Common

No matter what vendorNo matter what vendor

William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet

Different Types
Summary Tables 
Cubes
Subject Specific Marts
User Work Areas
Stand alone machines
Either same or different technologies
‘Summary Tables’ or Cubes –are these actually marts (more on this  later)

A) DM constructs in DW are common
B) That in some cases what’s needed is the equivalent of an MQT or AST. 

A form of optimization
Laws of Physics don’t change –
nor do benefits of optimization (as seen from the narrow perspective of beneficiary)

Data Marts are Very Common
We have undertaken numerous migration studies 
Competitor marketing would have you believe that they promote single unified 3NF Data 
Warehouses
We’ve not found one yet !
In many cases the bulk of the system are local data extracts and data marts. 
For example

Major Bank
22,500 tables in system – how can this possibly relate to a banking Data Model
Our BDW is 2,000 entities and is widely regarded as being comprehensive
Answer is- each month many users copy data into their own private (‘data mart ?’ ) 

areas
But this organisation will tell you that it has an enterprise data warehouse

•Most people find it convenient to have data constructs to aid peformance / security / SLA

In many cases the bulk of the system are local data extracts and data marts. 
For example
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Key Questions for Mart Consolidation

Same place for systems ?

Switch platforms ? 

Re-engineer the data ?

Re-engineer ETL
(back end)

Re-engineer front end ? 

There are a number of different variations in the type of consolidation that we can 
do. 

Here we step through some of the key questions that determine what type of 
consolidation is appropriate. 

{go through examples and discuss}
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Example

Merger of Banks
Oracle / IBM Unix DW, 
3Tb
Teradata DW, 1.5 Tb
Migrate to:

– DB2 / pSeries 9 Tb. 

Objectives
– Single view of 

customer

– Single view of history

SAS Used extensively 
at front end on both 
sides

Platform Switch: From two mature 
well understood platforms to one 
new platform
Re-Engineer Data Model

Oracle system model extended

Superset of both models
Back load of history, 2 Years,

Backload 1 year, Grow the 2nd year
ETL – extension of what existed
Front End: Several thousand 
‘program objects’
Metadata

+ =

Issues

In this example two systems one Oracle one Teradata were amalgamated and ported 
onto DB2. 

The purpose of this is not to talk about the relative merits of these systems, though 
we’re happy to ! But rather to discuss what was done and how. 

The Oracle system belonged to the main bank in the merger, it was larger and had a 
more comprehensively developed set of applications. The Teradata system was 
more of a marketing Data Mart. 

Following an evaluation process the combined organisation decided to move to both 
platforms to standardise on DB2. 

The key driver here was business agility – being able to use a single system to look 
at combined account base with a single version of the truth and to be able to 
access a single set of historical data – without this none of the combined banks 
business processes would work properly. 

At the same time the combined platform would enable savings on the IT side 
through consolidation of both the platforms and support functions. 

The data had to be restructured and the data content de-duplicated. 

The new system was to have two years of historic transaction data. This was to be 
the merged transaction histories of both systems. In practice what was done was 
to go back and ‘backload’ (using special routines) the data from one year of the 
existing systems, and then to ‘grow’ the 2nd year during development. 

The overall migration took about a year. 

During this time several thousand (4,200) program objects (queries or rollups) were 
ported. In addition several hundred (320 + 150) ETL program objects were 
changed. 
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We do not need, nor expect, to fix this instantly

Cost

BenefitROI
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IBM Capabilities

Price Performance

End to End project Management

Teraplex / Benchmarking /
Proof of Concept

Conversion experience

Migration Estimation & Planning

Strategic Fit

On Demand

Performance and 
Capacity Planning

Server 
ConsolidationRDBMS Optimisation

Modern Feature / Function

Fast Paced improvement

Architecture Choice

Financing

BI / DW + OLTP

Practices and methodologies – not technologies. 

Consolidation can be done and is worthwhile, but it  is also not trivial, and we 
wouldn’t pretend it is. 

IBM has the right mix of capabilities that are needed to successfully tackle a 
consolidation. 

Some of these capabilities are reasons why consolidation is desirable, some provide 
the confidence to be able to execute.

There are two sides to getting business benefits. 

First, is there a business case ? Are there good reasons for doing it and will the 
exercise potentially give benefits ? 

Second, if it is desirable can those potential benefits be realised by executing a 
practical plan ?

Desirable Reasons 

Fast pace of innovation

Modern feature / function

More likely to fit with future strategic direction (server consolidation, Open 
Interfaces, etc) 

Only RDBMS designed and proven to support OLTP and DSS mixed 
workloads

Best TCO 

Moving to price performant platform
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Consolidating – Main Phases
Initial Assessment

Meeting, “Do you have a collection of poorly performing Data Marts ?”

Look for business requirements that can be used to execute consolidation effort
Design Study, (S/w services and / or BCS) 

2 – 4 weeks, 

Customer Deliverables. 

Configuration, 

Project Plan, 

Total Price for conversion,

Business case to support a mart consolidation program
Data Modelling

3NF, Star Schema
Benchmark (Optional)

(Teraplex for large opportunities and bespoke on site for smaller opportunities

Should not be necessary for most cases, may be a differentiator in some
Implementation Project: Professional Services (BCS) 

Duration 6 – 18 months Project Planning/Management
Training

The means by which we consolidate are pretty straightforward. 

It is a process of multiple phases, each phase building the confidence for the next 
phase to go ahead, and to provide checkpoints where we can take a go / no go 
decision on whether to proceed. 

We’d work with you to do an initial assessment, this is normally just a few days, 
and what we’re doing is establishing a basic business case and feasibility. There is 
no point in expending a lot of time and effort in planning a consolidation if there are 
some obvious show-stopping problems that would prevent it, this short phase aims 
to surface these. 

The bulk of the up front work is during the Design Study, where we look at the 
systems, taking a detailed inventory of those things to be consolidated and 
identifying how this would be done. We identify the methods needed for 
consolidation and establish both a business case and a firm project plan. 

At the end of this phase we’ve either established that the consolidation is not 
possible, or not economically worthwhile, or more likely we now have a plan that 
we can be confident in executing  to carry out the consolidation. 

We may plan a major data modelling exercise into the project plan, if we are 
planning to reengineer the data. 

Also we may be doing a Proof of Concept or benchmark if the consolidated system 
is going to be especially large or complex. 

The remainder of the time is then the straightforward but significant work of 
consolidation – this is pretty much down to the number of person-hours put into it. 
We start at the beginning and after several weeks or months we have a consolidated 
system. 
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BI Best Practices  
1. Use a tool and methodology for ETL / Data input
2. Use a Centralised Data Warehouse to meet  most requirements in the most performant

manner
3. Use data marts, dependent on the DW  used in a controlled way – for selective 

optimization of high priority applications
4. Use Metadata Management disciplines – enterprise data dictionary, logical/physical data 

models – to assure data quality regardless of system topology
5. OLAP and Data Mining integrated with the system, common data structures
6. Use federation capability judiciously,  extend the warehouse for select data sources or in 

migration scenarios
7. Use a scalable, full-featured RDBMS proven for BI as well as OLTP, to anticipate new 

requirements in a mixed-workload realtime warehousing
8. Place the system on scalable, generalized (cost-effective) platforms
9. Put in place a Service Level Agreement, including chargeback/cost-accounting, capacity 

planning, recovery/business-continuity plan, and procurement plan for adding capacity
10.Establish a BI Competency Center with mixed line-of-business and technical skills to 

manage the data dictionary, promote best practices and standards, train users and 
facilitate communications

{Background: 

BI has been around many years now

Many companies have systems that have given good service

However, we now have new technologies and tools, and we have the benefit of 
hindsight to be able to see what represents best practice 

Therefore there are opportunities to move to a BI system that incorporates best 
practice – producing a 3rd generation BI system

These best practices would include: (practice / benefit) 

Outline best practices

The Best Practices recognise experience to date with current technology. I’l like to 
hand over now to Jon Rubin who’ll talk about how we take this position forward 
using the unique technology that IBM has recently brought to market.
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Our understanding and abilities to optimize our 
systems continues to evolve

Past

Creation of multiple 
marts

Performance reasons 
to divide BI 
processing for Marts

Lack of tools / 
methods to enable 
consolidation

Present

Commercial drivers to 
minimise cost, maximise 
returns

Understanding of best 
practices to provide 
target for consolidation

New tools and methods 
exist 

Ability to take existing 
systems and re-cast 
them in optimal form

No commercial 
pressure to do so

Future

Clear and shared 
understanding of how 
to build an optimal 
system

New technologies that 
significantly ease the 
transition to optimal 
system …

LINK FOIL

Past

We’ve seen how we got into this situation, there were good reasons for it, and 
frankly in the pat there was no commercial driver to do anything different, even if 
we wanted to the methods and tools didn’t exist at the time to help us. 

Present

Now however we have a pretty good idea of what an optimal system is – we’ve 
stopped the religious wars about how to build these systems and there is a good 
consensus emerging. 

More than that there are now tools, methods and standards that let us build optimal 
systems – and also to be able to change them. I’m thinking here about Open 
Standards interfaces, the ability to hold, manipulate and use metadata, the isolation 
of the front and back end systems through tools etc. 

Whilst the way we’d do this isn’t automatic – the project is a systems integration 
project in its nature we do understand how to do this reliably to provide economic 
benefits. 

There is also a lot of pressure currently to provide the maximum returns from 
systems whilst minimising their costs. 

Future. 

We  would expect this to continue, in fact there are new technologies that we have 
just brought to market that we believe are especially relevant in this context. 
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Consolidation At Different Levels
BenefitHowLevel

Consolidate server
Lower equipment cost
Use commodity hardware
Lower maintenance cost
Lower administration cost
Lower software licence cost
Position for capacity on demand

Move data onto 
consolidation server
Establish common data 
structures, e.g. Cube 
Views

Physical 
Consolidation

Faster to access and manipulate 
data
Easier development
Faster to implement
Benefits kick in earlier

Federated Access
and / or
Combine physical models
(Note need to be abl e to 
provide common 
definitions / structure)

Logical Schema 
consolidation

Treat all data as 
one database
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Client BI Tool

BDW

Operational systems

Data marts

ODS

I. Typical Scenario before consolidation

Mix of marts, staging 
areas, operational, and 
warehouse(s) 
Consolidation occurs in 
apps or on the glass
Only strong logical data 
management discipline 
holds this together  
More likely: multiple 
versions of the truth
Max. cost to maintain

The typical large enterprise today is likely to have a confusing mix of marts, 
(multiple) warehouses, operational data stores and staging tables. That’s just the 
DSS data infrastructure – there is still the entire range of transactional and 
operational data systems. Making sense of all this takes very strong skills and 
methodologies in the logical data disciplines: data modeling, data analysis, and data 
dictionaries. Yet this is one area of IT expertise where most enterprises are weak. 
Having a strong Information Resource Management function requires investing 
significant resources over a long period of time, for objectives which are often 
intangible or difficult to measure (e.g. data ‘quality’) and in any case are not 
directly tied to new revenue-generating applications. As a result, the common 
scenario pre-consolidation is a complex, costly to maintain and sub-optimal data 
topology.
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Client BI Tool

BDW

Operational systems

Data marts

ODS

II. Consolidation where reasonable and achievable

Dependent marts, well-
known schemas fold into 
the warehouse 
Diminishing cost-
effectiveness for 
consolidating beyond 
this point
Potential inconsistencies 
remain

Initial consolidation efforts often focus on dependent data marts, where – by 
definition – the schema mapping from warehouse to mart is well-defined. This 
means that folding the data models together is unlikely to uncover discrepancies in 
semantics, or require extensive analysis of data elements. As candidates for 
consolidation grow increasingly removed from the warehouse schema (e.g. 
independent marts) the potential for semantic differences increase, and required 
analysis becomes more difficult. At this stage enterprises must essentially perform 
the same logical data management tasks (modeling, analysis, dictionary 
administration) as they would have in building an enterprise data warehouse. Most 
efforts stop short of full consolidation, as per the EDW, when the increasing cost of 
consolidating data store ‘outliers’ outweighs the perceived benefits. Yet often there 
are good reasons why these remaining stores should NOT be physically 
consolidated.
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Client BI Tool

BDW

Operational systems

ODS

III. Extend the consolidated warehouse by federation

DB2 
Information 
Integrator

Enterprise warehouse 
appears as one database 
Federated access used 
selectively with 
consolidation outliers
Difficult work of mapping 
schemas & semantics 
still required
One logical version of 
truth

Information Integration provides a useful tool for extending the partially-
consolidated warehouse to encompass all of the DSS data topology. It lets 
applications and users ‘see’ a single rationalized schema, which can be queried as if 
it were a single large database. This simplifies development and realizes the benefits 
of the EDW in presenting a single version of the truth – although in this case it is a 
somewhat virtualized SVOT. But federation technology has limitations, and it 
should be applied judiciously. Most importantly, it does not eliminate the difficult 
work of schema mapping and the underlying logical data disciplines. If anything it 
is even more vital in this case, precisely because the temptation may be to short-cut 
that kind of foundation work of enterprise warehouse-building. 
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Use selectively as a tool to extend existing warehouse
ƒ Oft-quoted analyst warnings proscribe Virtual 
Warehouse in lieu of solid warehouse architecture

Source data and application are well understood 
ƒ Semantics are understood and mapped to enterprise 
data model

Federation may be indicated when source data:
ƒ Volatility is high
ƒ Selectivity is granular
ƒ Connectivity is reliable
ƒ Service levels are compatible
ƒ Transformations are minimal

How/When to use Federation?

At IBM, we believe customers  Information 
Integration requirements consists of distributed 
access (federation), but also consolidated access 
(Replication & ETL). This chart helps show how 
a customer would know when to use one or the 
other..but often they are used together. 
Example: Use ETL to build a warehouse, 
replication to keep it automatically updated on a 
scheduled basis and extend it with federation for 
queries that require data that it didn't make 
sense to put in the warehouse. 

EII  or distributed access approaches are 
indicated when

Access performance and load on source systems 
can be traded for overall lower cost 
implementation.
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MOLAP Servers are a specialized kind of Data Mart

DB2
Data 

Warehouse

OLAP OLAP 
MetadataMetadata

Cube Mart

Optimized data platform for a given application
Same drawbacks as proliferation of marts 
Same benefits for warehouse consolidation… if
HOLAP gap narrowed with DB2 Cube Views

Unlike other data mart consolidation, we aren’t suggesting the MOLAP server/cube 
mart goes away entirely. Partner tools based on MOLAP engines still offer 
important value in terms of performance, multi-dimensional navigation and high-
end analytics. But Cube Views make it possible to begin to think of trade-offs 
between cube size (and therefore base levels) and specialized MQTs serving the 
same purpose in the warehouse. 
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DB2 UDB Data Warehouse Edition
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Multi-dimensional MQT's speed:
ƒ cube load & refresh
ƒ drill through 
ƒ hybrid analysis
ƒ Ad-hoc analysis
ƒ Reporting

Materialized Query Tables = Pre-Aggregated Shared Structures

BUSINESS OBJECTS

this shows that Cube Views is DB2 infrastructure 
based on MQTs to speed a range of OLAP queries 
supporting nearly all business partners.
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DB2 Cube Views Build The Optimal Set of MQTs for OLAP

OLAP MetadataOLAP Metadata
Cube Views Model Base TablesAdministrator Catalog Tables

MQT's

Time & Space constraints
Optimization hints

Model Information

Data Samples

Optimization 
Advisor

Statistics

there is a design optimizer in DB2 Cube Views that 
considers many factors before recommending the 
optimal set of MQTs for a given OLAP meta-
model and query types. 
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An Example of MQT optimized for faster cube loading

Query Type: Extract
MQT with slice at Cube level 0 

Up to 70% improvement for MOLAP 
testing models where Cube Views is 
used to optimize workload for cube load 
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MQT
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AllAll
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0

50

100
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Inside Aurora,  we anticipate four types of queries.  
The first type is to use Aurora to speed up the data 
extract process to load or refresh pure MOLAP 
cubes.

Here is an example,  the orange area represents the 
DB2 OLAP Server cube.

Based on the Cube Model, and Cube object 
representing the Essbase Cube, A MQT will be 
created at level 0 of the cube.

But what if the Essbase cube were designed one 
level higher in each dimensional hierarchy – at 
Region, Family, Quarter in this example – and the 
MQT provided State, SKU, Month as a hybrid 
drill-through. The cube could be smaller, load 
faster, and queries crossing the hybrid line would 
perform well thanks to the MQT. Plus other 
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A Small Amount of MQT Space Can Go A Long Way

Like MOLAP Cubes, MQTs represent a trade-off between disk 
space & performance
Unlike Cubes, MQTs benefit all warehouse users  
Sweet-spot may require just 10% of the FACT table size

MQT SizeMQT Size Performance  Performance  Reroute Rate Reroute Rate Refresh TimeRefresh Time

5%

10%

100%+

+40%

+70%

+90%

30%

40%

60%

+5%

+20%

+100%

Here is a few hints for configuring the disk space 
allocations.

Obviously,  large MQT will have larger coverage 
but require more space and time to refresh

Based on our testing, it is a good idea to start at 
roughly 10% of the base fact table size.  It provides 
good performance enhancements and a jump in 
sub-second queries, while requiring much lest 
refresh time when comparing with larger MQTs. 
But remember that disk saved in MOLAP cubes 
can be applied to equivalent MQTs. Is it possible to 
begin thinking in terms of a HOLAP continuum, 
where resources can be allocated between MOLAP 
marts and warehouse shared structures (MQTs) 
based on what makes the most sense for the overall 
warehouse community?
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DB2 Cube Views Alter the Balance of Hybrid OLAP

detail 
data

MQTs

Hybrid 
Line

OLAP
Continuum

Provide cube-like relational structures in the 
consolidated data warehouse
Reduce impedance mismatch when crossing 
the ‘Hybrid Line’
Promote OLAP-agnostic design

• Allow smaller cubes with higher base levels 
• Make use of shared MQTs in warehouse

Cube Views takes a first step towards bridging the 
impedance mismatch when OLAP queries cross the 
hybrid line, making it possible to begin thinking in 
terms of a single OLAP design continuum bridging 
cube marts and the enterprise warehouse.
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Summary
Consolidation makes sense
Faster response to business requirements 

Earlier realisation of benefit = more benefit
More economical support of BI processing
Less maintenance
Less machine resource required
Consolidation is possible
Costs paid for in savings in

Run time 

Development

procurement

•There are collections of Data Marts which are 
expensive to run and maintain and which do not 
meet the needs of the users. 
•Independent analysts recommend converting 
these to single Data Warehouses. 
•If this is relevant to you IBM can help you do this 
in a way that gives the best value for money. 
•The benefits of this are to: 

•Save you many millions of dollars on 
equipment, development and running costs 
with industry leading platform price 
performance
•Speed up how you can fulfil strategic 
requirements
•Provide you with a strategic solution
•Establish an excellent future negotiating 
position with your other vendor(s) saving even 
more money

•The first step of this is for you to review your Data 
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